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Implementing metamorphic Testing on a query-based system - a case 

Study of Optime 

Abstract: 

Automated testing has been the industry standard in software development for a long time. 

However, some companies still strugle to implement testing for their application or are not 

satisfied with the results of their current testing framework. This problem is magnified for 

query-based systems (QBS) with vast amounts of data, where conventional testing methods 

fall short. Motivated by this challenge, this thesis explores the MT approach as a potential 

solution to address the testing challenges associated with QBSs. This exploration also offers 

valuable guidance for companies facing similar testing issues with their respective QBS.   
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Metamorfoosse Testimise implementatsioon päringsüsteemil Optime 

näitel 

Lühikokkuvõte: 

Automatiseeritud koodi testimine on tarkvaraarenduses juba pikalt olnud standardiseeritud. 

Siiski leidub firmasid, kes ei ole rahul oma praeguse testimise raamistikuga või ei ole 

leidnud oma projektile sobivat lahendust. Kui tegemist on päringusüsteemidega, mis 

tegelevad suurte andmehulkadega, siis on tavapäraste testimismeetoditega lahenduse 

leidmine veel keerulisem. Sellest probleemist motiveerituna uurib see lõputöö 

metamorfoosset lähenemist potensiaalse lahendusena päringusüsteemide testimisele. See 

uuring pakub ka väärtusliku kogemust firmadele, kes seisavad silmitsi sarnaste 

probleemidega enda päringusüsteemide testimisel. 

Võtmesõnad: 

Päringu süsteemid, Testimine, Juhend, Tarkvara Arendus 

CERCS: P170 Arvutiteadus, arvutusmeetodid, süsteemid, juhtimine 
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1 Introduction 

Software testing is an essential part of the software development process. Testing ensures 

the code functions as the developer expects it to. The simplest way to accomplish this is by 

manually running it and observing that it works as desired. Manual testing is, however, re-

petitive, and time-consuming. It becomes increasingly expensive when the system grows in 

complexity and size, as modern software systems and projects tend to [1]. The usefulness 

of testing depends on coverage. The value of tests is small to start off with, as having partial 

coverage of the codebase requires all the setup of testing infrastructure without any of the 

benefits. A developer must continuously and extensively test the code to validate its correct 

functioning and lack of bugs. To tackle this issue, test automation has emerged as a viable 

solution. Test automation usually consists of a separate program that runs any tests written 

beforehand. The main benefits of test automation are eliminating repetitive tasks for devel-

opers, formalizing the testing pipeline, and creating more elaborate tests than can be accom-

plished manually.  

Despite these benefits, automated testing necessitates that developers precisely know the 

expected outcomes of their methods for any given input. This involves methodically writing 

out potential expected outputs for functions when provided with their inputs. This challenge 

is formally recognized as the Test Oracle problem: the difficulty of determining the correct 

output of a software system for a specific input [2], [3]. For instance, when testing software 

applications like compilers, search engines, machine learning algorithms, simulators, and 

QBSs, it is difficult to verify if the output is accurate for a particular input [2].  

 Metamorphic Testing (MT) is a software testing approach proposed by Chen et al. [4] to 

alleviate the test oracle problem. MT examines the relations between input-output pairs of 

consecutive system under test (SUT) executions rather than the validity of a single input and 

output. Such relations are known as Metamorphic Relations (MRs), which check how two 

consecutive outputs should vary in response to specific input changes. 

Many companies use QBS, but unfortunately, the maintenance of their functionality is often 

neglected during the production cycle. This thesis explores the use of the MT approach for 

a QBS used by a company named Optime. The company employs a QBS to store and man-

age the data of its customers. This QBS is also used by an application built for the mainte-

nance of the data, as well as for the customers themselves to have control and overview of 

the data. 

This introductory chapter explains the significance of this thesis for the company of Optime, 

test developers and researchers. It begins by discussing the motivation behind investigating 

this topic, followed by the value provided by the thesis. Finally, the chapter gives an over-

view of the subsequent chapters, which detail the implementation process of the MT ap-

proach for QBS. 

1.1 Motivation 

The motivation behind this thesis topic stems from the real-world issues faced by the author 

while working as a developer at Optime. The QBS queries data that is then served by a front-

end application to the client. Neither the QBS or the front-end application test the data being 

shown autonomously. Because of this, the only way to know the validity of the data shown 

to the clients is by manually testing the results in the front-end. The QBS is a large part of 

the value that the application provides for the user, so finding any faults in its operation is 

vital. A manual testing solution, as outlined in the introduction, is not efficient in the long 
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run and has problems with code coverage. Because of this, the company struggles to main-

tain the functionality of its product throughout the production cycle.  

 

1.2 Contribution 

The thesis explores the MT approach as a potential solution for tackling the testing 

challenges associated with QBSs. This exploration also provides valuable guidance for other 

companies encountering similar issues with testing their respective QBS.  

The contribution can be broken down as: 

• A guide for a developer or company to understand the possibilities and limitations 

of MT. The background and methodology sections of this thesis introduce current 

and future best practices of MT. The practical implementation of a testing solution 

in Optime further shows what benefits MT could bring. 

• Offering a practical example of how to apply MT for a QBS application of a com-

pany. The approach taken in this thesis and the recommendations for alternative 

choices can be compared to their own development needs and limitations to find the 

best fit for their company. 

1.2 Outline 

The thesis is structured as follows: 

Section 2 is background. It serves to introduce and define the key concepts utilized in this 

thesis. The section covers essential topics such as software testing automation, QBS, and 

MT.  

Section 3 covers related works. 

Section 4 is methodology and provides a description of the company, the system under test, 

and the set of metamorphic relations used.  

Section 5 is implementation. It explains everything related to the application developed for 

the MT of Optime’s QBS. It then covers the results from the MT and future improvements 

to the application. 

Section 6 is the Conclusion to the thesis. 
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2 Background  

This section presents the key concepts utilised in this thesis. 

2.1 Software testing automation 

Testing is a vital part of the development process but is often seen as a repetitive and time-

consuming task. It has been shown that tests should assume 40% to 50% of the development 

resources to achieve the best results [5]. This shows the usefulness and efficiency gained 

from having extensive automated testing. The benefits of automated tests are as follows: 

• Continuous execution to ensure timely discovery of bugs. 

• Reducing repetitive tasks for developers to free up time for other tasks. 

• Ensuring consistent output with no human input leads to differences or inconsistent 

results. 

Automated tests are superior to manual tests in all these cases, but manual testing still has 

its benefits. Manual testing can often find bugs that were not thought of, when designing 

automated tests. Manual testing also does not require the program to function correctly dur-

ing testing. The human testers can evaluate the behaviour and result of the program during 

runtime, comparing it with the expected behaviour in their mind. If the application fails in 

a way not foreseen by the developer, then a badly designed automated test might accept a 

false result which would obviously be deemed a failure by a manual test.  

An automated test needs to be provided with the expected result beforehand. This is named 

Assertion-based testing and is a common way to write automated tests[6]. Assertion-based 

tests require the developer to give unambiguous expected results to each test. The shortcom-

ings arising from this approach are collectively called the oracle problem[2]. The oracle 

problem has been known since the 1980s[7]. E. Weyuker argued in the 1982 paper that there 

are testable and untestable programmes. For complex functions, the possible range of results 

might not be comprehendible for the developer, and therefore considered untestable. Today 

this is exemplified with systems involving artificial intelligence[3].  

 

2.2 Metamorphic Testing 

MT is a software testing approach introduced by Chen et al. [4] to address the test oracle 

problem. MT uses the internal properties of the SUT to validate expected outputs. It achieves 

this by examining the relations between inputs and outputs from multiple SUT executions, 

known as MRs. These MRs define how outputs should change when specific variations oc-

cur in the input. Figure 1, shows the basic workflow  of MT. The basic workflow involves 

at least five steps: 

1. Identify a list of MRs that the SUT should satisfy. 

2. Create a set of initial test data (TD). 

3. Generate follow-up test data (FTD) by applying selected MR-specified transfor-

mations to the inputs. 

4. Execute the corresponding SUT with TD and FTD. 

5. Verify that the changes in the output observed in the td and FTD match the changes 

defined by the MR. 

The final step requires thorough analysis, as the absence of violations does 

not guarantee the correctness of the SUT. If an MR is violated, it indicates a 
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potential fault in the SUT, assuming the MR is accurately defined. 

 

 

Figure 1. MT basic workflow. 

 

The difficult part in creating the MT approach is deciding on the MRs to use. This is usually 

done manually, but innovative approaches have been developed to automate this process as 

well [2], [8]. When an MR is violated by at least one test input-output pair, then there is a 

strong likelihood that the SUT has a fault. However, the absence of violation does not ensure 

that the SUT is fault-free. As a result, the suitability of the MRs employed significantly 

impacts the effectiveness of MT [8].  

 

2.3 Query-based systems 

QBS refer to systems that manage searching and retrieving data based on user queries. This 

is a common requirement for modern applications like information systems, websites, and 

data analytic platforms [2]. YouTube uses QBS for videos, Facebook for users, and Univer-

sity of Tartu uses it for theses. These platforms use similar operations for manipulating the 

output of the queries, consisting of filtering, ordering, and paging.  

QBS suffer from the test oracle problem to a great extent. Giving the user the freedom to 

manipulate the querying of a large and changing dataset with multiple operations leads to a 

large set of valid outputs. Traditional assertion-based automated testing struggles to find the 

limit between correct responses and nearly correct failures. MT can disregard the size of the 

data or how the data changes over time, relying on defining MRs that remain constant over 

time. With the MT approach, having a large dataset only increases the time to run a test, not 

the complexity of designing it.  
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3 Related Work 

 

This section provides a brief overview of previous work relevant to this thesis. 

Since its introduction in 1998 by Chen et al.[4], MT has been applied to a wide range of 

applications. There have been workshops held about MT since 2016, which is mostly a fo-

rum to share papers on theoretical applications of MT [9]. MT has also been proven to have 

application in areas previously thought of as untestable by conventional automated test-

ing[10]–[12]. However, there have been few studies on the effectiveness of MT in practical 

long-term application, where it is required to perform over time and at scale [12].  

This thesis is concerned with a QBS, so results focusing on that are particularly relevant. 

MT has successfully been implemented in several types of QBSs. Search engines are a type 

of QBS and rely on useful query result for their functioning. Google and Bing both have 

benefited from MT [10], [13], [14]. RESTful API based applications like Spotify and 

Youtube eploy similar search functionality as search engines, also benefit from MT [15]. 

The same concept of search appliesto e-commerce sites such as Amazon and Walmart [16], 

and data repositories like the NASA’s Data Access Toolkit [17]. The solutions proposed for 

these QBS MT implementations follow a similar workflow. This involves identifying some 

queries that are particularly vital to the working of the platform and creating MRs that 

adequetly test their functionality. 

Most of these QBS MT implementations find the suitable MRs manually. There are 

proposed solutions for automising this process aswell [2]. This thesis creates MRs manually 

following examples from the cited works on QBS systems.  
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4 Methodology 

4.1 Optime 

Optime OÜ is a company that creates custom solutions for business reporting, employing 

data management and consolidation tools. Optime uses the Microsoft Business intelligence 

platform to create data warehouses and custom products that offer customers solutions for 

their business intelligence and accounting problems[18]. Data warehouses are created and 

managed according to each client's needs dynamically. A data warehouse combines, cleans 

and arranges data from all the sources that a client is using for storage. A Microsoft Online 

Analytical Processing (OLAP) data cube is built on top of the data warehouse to speed up 

querying and serving user requests. Custom Dax solutions and data orchestration transforms 

the data from the warehouse into a model to be used in Microsoft Power BI reports, 

Microsoft Excel or the Optime application.  

Optime clients have access to the Optime application, which serves data from the OLAP 

cube or from the data warehouse in an easily understandable form. The application also 

allows users to create custom MDX scripts or simple operations like editing or deletion to 

manipulate their data in the web browser. The following picure is an example of viewing a 

table from the Optime application.  

 

 

Figure 2 [19]. An example of what a client sees when using the Optime application. 

 

4.2 System Under Test 

The SUT is the back-end code of the Optime application. The Project is written in C# as an 

ASP.Net Core application targeting the .NET 6.0 framework. Since the application is query-

based, it deals with getting user queries from the front-end application and sending an ap-

propriate request to the data warehouse to fulfil the query. Currently, the data warehouses 

are hosted in either MS SQL Server locally, in Azure cloud SQL Server or MS Fabric SQL 

servers. The actual location of the data is not important for MT testing of the back end, as 

the server can be set as a separate API call beforehand. The steps performed by the SUT 

upon receiving an API call are as follows: 

• Check for Authorization of the credentials used for making the call. 

• Authenticate the credentials with Microsoft authentication services. 
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• Translate the incoming API call from JSON to T-SQL query. 

• Send the query to the appropriate data warehouse endpoint. 

• Parse the response from T-SQL back to JSON and send a response message to the 

API call. 

 

The MT in this thesis does not target the first two points in the list. The SUT currently 

only allow authorized user login and authentication on behalf of an application is not 

possible. Adding user credentials to the code for silent login is not good practice accord-

ing to Microsoft identity platform documentation [20]. The application authenticates the 

user interactively a Microsoft account. This simplifies creating test data for the MT to 

query, as it can be authorized to the author’s account and viewed in the Optime applica-

tion.  

 

The tests are performed against a post call to the SUT. The call has multiple operations 

applied to the query that can be used to create MRs. The call also only gets responses 

from the data warehouse, not from the OLAP cube. This means that the tests only target 

the backend data management functions and not any data management done in the cube. 

This ensures that any faults or successes can be contributed to the backend system and 

ensures encapsulation for testing. 

 

4.3 Metamorphic Relations Formulation 

 

Finding the best set of MRs, as described earlier, require consideration and effort to lead to 

useful MT. Manual trial and error can be used by changing some possible variables in the 

input and observing the changes in output. Continuing this process leads to recognizing 

patterns and formally stating these patterns develops into MRs. This thesis uses the de-

scribed method in formulating MRs. This was done by observing the calls from the Optime 

front-end application and constructing MRs to verify the results of the most often sent que-

ries. 

The MRs are described using mathematical notation here. The expectation for all the queries 

is that only the variable in question is being changed, everything else in the query stays the 

same on subsequent query calls. 

MR1 - “Page size“ 

Increasing the page size should increase the number of results of the query. 

Let page size = x, number of results = y 

0 ≤ x,y < total number of rows in database 

MR1: 

∀x |Query(pagesize = x)| = y ⇒ |Query(pagesize = x+1)| = y+1 
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MR2 - “Page“  

changing the page should change the values in some range depending on how many values 

are in the table (eventually last page and increasing that will not change the values) 

Let t = total number of rows in the database, s = pagesize 

Then the biggest value for page is max = t/s 

The page starts at 0 and can only be positive. 

The set of all possible values for page is defined as: 

 

A = {x | 0 ≤ x ≤ max } 

 

The set of results for a single query for any page value is defined as: 

 

Bx =  Query(page=x), x ∈ A 

MR2: 

∀i ∀j i, j ∈ A, i≠j, xi ∈ Bi ⇒ xj ∉ Bi 

 
MR3 - “Sort”  

Changing sort order from ascending to descending or vice versa flips the order of the rows. 

Let A = {“Ascending”, ”Descending”} 

Let B = set of results for some valid query with order from set A 

B = {xi |0 ≤ i ≤ page size}  

MR3: 

∀x ∀y x,y ∈ A, x≠y, Query(order = x) = Bm ⇒ Query(order = y) = Bn ∀m, m ∈ Bm , n ∈ 

Bn  mi = npagesize - 1 

 
MR4 – “Filter” 

adding a filter to any column will return equal or less values than the original query. 

Let x be some filter applied to a column. Can be many data types, not just string 

MR4: 

∀x  Query(filter = x) ⊆ Query(no filter) 
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5 Implementation 

5.1 Application setup 

The application to carry out the testing is a C# console application. It is targeting the net 6.0 

framework. It includes third-party libraries to accomplish this. A Microsoft SQL client 

library is used to connect to databases where data is queried and stored, a Microsoft Identity 

and Active Directory library to authenticate the user and the Newtonsoft library to parse 

API responses into class objects. The whole application is 274 lines of code.  

The application consists of a single class split over 3 different files for clarity and seperation 

of concerns. There is another file for classes for possible API responses. The main file is 

Called Program.cs and contains the methods related to creating the queries for each different 

MR. The two other files have the API and database communication code respectively. 

The application’s execution logic can be layed out in steps: 

• Establish a connection to the SUT running locally on the system. 

• Ask for the user to authenticate themselves interactively using the Microsoft 

authentication platform.  

• Change the server to be queried from. 

• Get the names tables and respective columns that are being tested. 

• Create a list of TCs and FTCs for all tables for each MR. 

• Make all the TCs and FTCs in parallel and wait until all have responded. 

• Check MR validity for each table or column on each MR. 

• Save the responses to a database. 

Most of the application runtime is taken waiting for the many API calls to finish. The amount 

of API calls sent can be calculated as follows: 

 

N = (tables)*(columns in each table)*(MRs)*(FTCs) 

 

This number changes depending on how many FTCs are included, but over 500 calls are 

sent with the test tables used in the final application version. Since this is the main bottleneck 

for runtime duration, all the calls are constructed beforehand and executed asynchronously 

in parallel. This ensures that the backend fills the requests with as little downtime as 

possible. The diagram in figure 3 illustrates this concept. It shows how only the names of 

the tables are queried in sequence. All other TCs and FTCs are sent to the SUT in parallel, 

and responses are collected in parallel aswell. 

 

Figure 3. The logic of parallel execution of each TC and FTC. 
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5.2 Test data 

 

The tests are carried out on data from the “Masterdata” source. Data requested from that 

endpoint gets served from an Azure hosted Windows machine that locally runs a server with 

that specific test database. This source has no tables connected through the OLAP cube. 

The data is queried with a POST request to the SUT on a localhost https port. The Header 

includes the API endpoint and a bearer token that is received upon successful authentication 

from online Microsoft services. Each MR has a slightly different request body to accommo-

date for the different requirements. As seen in figure 4, the “Page size” MR takes very sim-

ple variables for its query. 

 

 

Figure 4. The picture shows the body of a POST call for the TC of the “Page size” MR. 

 

Once an MR gets responses for all the calls it requires, the MR validity check step begins. 

The SUT response is analysed based on each MRs criterion. This is accomplished with C# 

native functions. The results are saved to an Azure SQL Server hosted by Optime to store 

information about the Optime application statistics.  

The application reads and processes data from the tables but does not save the values of any 

cell. This ensures that if any table were to contain sensitive data to the company, then it 

would not be saved to anywhere. The tables used for the testing include test tables created 

and populated to be different from each other and cover as many database states as possible. 

This includes tables with varying amounts of rows, columns covering every data type and 

cells populated possible value states such as null.  

 

5.3 Results 

 

The results are saved to a single table. Each row in the table represents an MR test. The 

columns store the table name, result, MR, and details of the test. Figure 5 shows a part of 

the results. As seen in Figure 5, no actual data is being saved other than table and column 

names. Even this is done just for clarity, and can be discarded, if necessary, after calculating 

if a MR is failed or passed for any one column or table name. 
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Figure 5. The output of the application with each row representing a MR result. 

 

The amount of follow up tests per MR in the last version of the application was chosen based 

on the runtime of the application. More API calls could be made for each MR, but the results 

would not change unless an edge case is tested, which can be reached without unnecessary 

calls in between. Additional faults could be introduced with too many calls, transforming 

the MT into a load test on the SUT. This, however, is not the goal of this thesis.  

A single run of the application outputs 192 rows of results. Each row represents the result 

of a MR. This takes 37 seconds, and the application makes over 500 calls against the SUT, 

with an average response time of two seconds, seen in figure 5. Two seconds is quite long 

for a single request, but only half of the requests lasted more than one second. The longest 

requests took 10.5 seconds, as seen in figure 6. This can be explained by some tables having 

more rows of data and the “Sort” and “Filter” MRs take more time to respond to those. The 

MT application is built to handle requests in parallel, so long response times were minimised 

with this implementation.  

These figures were averaged over three runs for consistency, but since the application is 

using the same data each time, the runtime statistics are not different enough to warrant a 

bigger sample size of runs. This data was gathered from Azure Application Insights, which 

monitors the SUT running locally.  

 

Figure 5. The average duration of requests with three runs worth of calls. 
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Figure 6, The distribution of request response durations for three runs worth of calls. 

 

Out of the four MRs implemented for the SUT, only one resulted in a bug being discovered 

in the QBS. The “Sort” MR failed on some columns in some tables. This is shown in the 

statistical breakdown of the failures and passes by each MR in figure 7. The table in figure 

7 also shows how the “Sort” and “Filter” MRs have many more tests than the “Page size” 

and “Page” MRs. This is from the former two being tested on each column of each table, 

rather than just the whole table. This was a previously unknown bug. After discovery by the 

MT application, it was also sown to exist in the front-end Optime application. The bug has 

been brought up in the company and has confirmed to require changes in the back-end ap-

plication. The bug happens when data is sorted by some column that has null values in at 

least two rows in that column. These null values to not appear in the same order when sorting 

rows by that column in ascending vs descending order. The cause of the bug is not known 

yet, but probably has to do with the sorting logic not handling null cases correctly.  

 

 

Figure 7. Breakdown of tests by MR type and MR pass or failure. 

5.4 Future Improvements 
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The application can be improved and expanded in many ways. The query used in this thesis 

has many more variables that can be sent to the SUT that would change the output. The 

scope of only four MRs was chosen, because these are the changes that can be performed 

from the front-end Optime application, so they are used by clients daily and are the highest 

priority. The chosen MRs can be expanded upon with follow-up tests and more tests per 

MR. New MRs for other queries can also be added. The application serves different data 

through the OLAP cube, which could be tested in the same way. This would make the run 

time longer, but a further improvement would be automating the execution of the applica-

tion. Automation would render the runtime constraint less important, as it can run in the 

background for as long as necessary. This requires changing the back-ends authentication 

systems to allow for authentication without an interacting user.  

With the current implementation of MT, the strength of the MRs to identify correct func-

tionality of the SUT is not known. Implementing mutation analysis would confirm the MRs 

usefulness. This would require changing the source code of the SUT and seeing if the MR 

results change to reflect any behaviour change.  
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6 Conclusion 

 

The goal of this thesis was to explore the MT approach as a potential solution for tackling 

testing challenges associated with QBS applications based on an application developed for 

Optime. The developed application used four different MRs to find any faults in the SUT. 

The developed application found a fault using one of the MRs and the company has taken 

steps in fixing it. The development process has made it clear that implementing a MT ap-

proach is viable and can provide real benefits even for a company using a QBS. Developing 

further MRs and expanding the testing to other parts of the QBS can be planned for and time 

costs can be estimated based on the work done so far.  

Throughout the process of creating the MT implementation for Optime, the author had dif-

ficulty finding the proper scope for the MT to provide enough benefit for its development 

cost. This should be kept in mind when implementing the MT method of testing for a query 

system in the future. The right balance of MRs per API call and FTCs per MR must be 

found. Having too many FTCs leads to a long runtime with most FTCs serving no purpose, 

but having too few might leave out a crucial edge case. The same applies to the number of 

MRs per API call. This Thesis only covered one API call, but with enough depth to find a 

fault in the SUT. This underscores the importance of choosing the most vital calls to imple-

ment first and analysing the queries to focus on the most promising MRs. 
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